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Questions of cult and continuity in late Republican Roman Italy:
‘Italic’ or ‘Roman’ sanctuaries and the so-called
pagus-vicus system*
Tesse D. Stek
Rural sanctuaries are prominent in the mountainous areas of Central and
Southern Italy which were inhabited by native ‘Italic’ peoples in the Repu-
blican period. In the 3rd and 2nd centuries BC especially, many of these rural
cult places appeared in the form of elaborate Hellenistic-style temples. The
monumentality of many of these cult places is conspicuous, especially compa-
red to the relatively modest domestic and urban structures in these regions,
and suggests that this kind of sanctuary was of particular importance in these
areas. Various hypotheses to explain the role and place of rural sanctuaries in
Italic society have been put forward. For instance, they have been interpreted
as frontier shrines demarcating the territories of different Italic tribes1. Alter-
natively, it has been conjectured that their principal function was as ‘road-
shrines’ placed at intervals on the long-distance transhumance routes which
crossed Central and Southern Italy2. The presence and relative importance of
rural sanctuaries has also been explained in a more specifically local context.
One especially popular idea in modern scholarship is that the sanctuaries func-
tioned in the so-called pagus-vicus pattern of settlement (in Italian ‘sistema
* In concise form this paper presents one of the arguments developed in my PhD
thesis, which has now been published as T.D. Stek, Cult places and cultural
change in Republican Italy. A contextual approach to religious aspects of rural
society after the Roman conquest (Amsterdam Archaeological Studies 14), Ams-
terdam 2009; see here esp. Chapter 6 and 7. I would like to thank Prof. Jehne for
his generous invitation to attend the Dresdner Tagung and to contribute to this
volume. In addition, I warmly thank Fay Glinister, Marijke Gnade, Eric Moor-
mann, Michel Tarpin and Marleen Termeer for comments on earlier versions of
this paper.
1 E.g. V. D’Ercole /V. Orfanelli / P. Riccitelli, L’Abruzzo meridionale in età
sannitica, in: A. Campanella / A. Faustoferri (eds.), I luoghi degli dei. Sacro e
natura nell’Abruzzo italico, Mostra Chieti 16 maggio – 18 agosto 1997, Pescara
1997, 21-24; P. Carafa, Le frontiere degli dei. Osservazioni sui santuari di confine
nella Campania antica, in: M. Pearce /M. Tosi (eds.)Papers from the EAA Third
Annual Meeting at Ravenna 1997, 1. Pre- and protohistory, Oxford 1998, 211-222.
2 E.g. F. Van Wonterghem, Il culto di Ercole e la pastorizia nell’Italia centrale,
in: E. Petrocelli (ed.), La civiltà della transumanza: storia, cultura e valorizza-
zione dei tratturi e del mondo pastorale in Abruzzo, Molise, Puglia, Campania e
Basilicata, Isernia 1999, 413-428.
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pagano-vicanico’ or ‘paganico-vicano’ vel sim.). Here the pagus is understood
to be a territorial district, containing one or more vici or villages. Traditional-
ly, this pattern is thought to have been a typical pre-Roman Italic feature. A
hierarchy of different institutional entities is envisaged, from the entire tribe
(nomen, touto) through the pagi to the vici. Sanctuaries assume a prominent
place in this model. They would have pertained to the different hierarchical
levels: large sanctuaries would have served the Italic ‘tribe’ as a whole, whereas
intermediate sanctuaries catered to pagi, and even smaller cult places would
have functioned at the vicus level. In this fashion, a firm model of the function
and character of Italic cult places has been established.
In the usual conceptualisation, the Roman conquest and municipalisation
of the Italic areas destabilised the local pagus-vicus system, but at the same
time its remarkable persistence in some areas has often been emphasised. Ac-
cordingly, in this view the Italic sanctuaries related to the pagus-vicus system
would generally have declined as a result of Roman actions. However, being
part and parcel of the tenacious pagus-vicus system, in some areas rural cult
places would have ‘persisted’ after and in spite of the Roman conquest and
municipalisation. In this way, basic continuity in cult places and ritual prac-
tices from the pre-Roman ‘Italic’ situation into the Roman period has been
assumed3.
However, recent studies in the institutional and juridical field have questio-
ned both the validity of the relationship drawn between pagus and vicus, and
their pre-Roman origin. This ‘deconstruction’ of the traditional conception of
the pagus-vicus system has consequences for our ideas about the role and or-
ganisation of sanctuaries and cults in Central and Southern Italy. Moreover,
it might have considerable consequences for our understanding of the back-
grounds to and mechanisms of cultural change and continuity in these areas in
the late Republican period. In this contribution, I would like to indicate some
of these possible consequences. The first step will be to outline the traditional
conception of sanctuaries in the pagus-vicus system and to review its eviden-
3 Simplistic dichotomisations between ‘Italic’ and ‘Roman’ in a cultural sense
should of course be avoided – this is in fact one of the outcomes of this pa-
per (cf. in general on this issue in the context of romanisation studies G. Woolf,
Beyond Romans and natives, World Archaeology 28 [1996-97], 339-350), but I
shall use the terms here to sketch the debate and to differentiate between the po-
litical/administrative systems related to Rome and those of independent Italian
communities.
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tial basis briefly. The next step is a short discussion of the recent debate on
the pagus-vicus system, which leads to an evaluation of the implications for
the interpretation of rural sanctuaries and cults in Italy in the late Republican
period. I shall argue that the debate affects not only our understanding of
how cult places functioned in Italic society, but also, more significantly, that
it opens up perspectives on the active religious definition and construction of
new rural communities in the Italian countryside.
Italic settlement organisation and the so-called pagus-vicus system
In general accounts, handbooks and specialised studies alike, one will find that
the Italic peoples lived dispersedly over the territory in small villages, hill-forts
and on isolated farms. This image of dispersed settlements per se seems to be
supported by the archaeological evidence4. It also seems to fit comments by the
ancient authors, who emphasise their living in villages rather than towns, when
writing of the Italic or, more specifically, Samnite pattern of settlement. Livy
9,13,7 is classic: Samnites . . . in montibus vicatim habitantes - which concurs
with Strabo 5,4,12: kwmhdìn z¸sin. In modern scholarship, these observati-
ons from archaeology and ancient sources have been translated into a specific
settlement organisation, known as the pagus-vicus system. In the chapter on
the Roman conquest of Italy in the Cambridge Ancient History, for example,
Tim Cornell develops the following ideas on the nature and organisation of
Samnite society: “. . . before the Roman conquest the region was poor and re-
latively backward, with few, if any, urban centres, no coinage and little trade.
The inhabitants supplemented their livelihood by warfare and raiding ... The
political organisation of the Samnites was correspondingly simple and unso-
phisticated. The basic local unit was the pagus, a canton comprising one or
more villages (vici), which was economically self-sufficient and possessed a lar-
ge measure of political autonomy. Each pagus was probably governed by an
elected magistrate called a mediss ... A group of such pagi would together form
a larger tribal unit, for which the Oscan term was touto (Latin populus). The
chief magistrate of the touto had the title mediss tovtiks (meddix tuticus).”5
4 Cf. e.g. G. Barker, A Mediterranean valley. Landscape archaeology and Annales
history in the Biferno Valley, London /New York 1995.
5 T.J. Cornell, The conquest of Italy, in: F.W. Walbank et al. (eds.), CAH2 7.2,
Cambridge 1989, 351–419, here 353f.
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Cornell’s text neatly illustrates some general ideas about Italic, in this case
more specifically Samnite, patterns of settlement. An institutional hierarchy
between vicus (village), pagus (here as a territorial district or canton) and
touto (tribe: Latin populus, civitas or nomen) is indicated6. Consequently, in
the traditional view, Italic tribes would have been subdivided into pagi7, and
in these pagi people lived in small villages (vici), hill-forts or dispersed over
the territory8.
6 The ‘translation’ of touto is unclear, and depends on different conceptions of the
evolution of Samnite societal organisation as well; see the remarks in C. Letta,
Dall’ “oppidum” al “nomen”. I diversi livelli dell’aggregazione politica nel mondo
osco-umbro, in: L. Aigner Foresti /A.Barzanò /C. Bearzot (eds.), Federazioni e
federalismo nell’Europa antica. Bergamo, 21 - 25 settembre 1992. Alle radici della
casa comune europea 1 (Scienze storiche 52), Milan 1994, 387-405, esp. 395 and
H. Rix, ‘Tribù’, ‘stato’, ‘città’ e ‘insediamento’ nelle lingue italiche, AGI 85.2
(2000), 196-231. Cf. Cornell (n. 5), 356: populus; M. Torelli, Le popolazioni
dell’Italia antica: società e forme del potere, in: A. Schiavone (ed.), Storia di
Roma 1: Roma in Italia, Turin 1988, 53-74, here 72: civitas; A. La Regina,
Dalle guerre sannitiche alla romanizzazione, in: AA.VV. (eds.), Sannio. Pentri e
Frentani dal VI al I sec. a.C. Isernia, Catalogo della mostra, Rome 1980, 29-42:
‘tribal’ nomen, followed by e.g. E. Dench, From barbarians to new men: Greek,
Roman, and modern perceptions of peoples of the central Apennines, Oxford
1995, 136f. and G. Tagliamonte, I Sanniti: Caudini, Irpini, Pentri, Carricini,
Frentani (Biblioteca di archeologia 25), Milan 1997, 180, 258. See e.g.M. Torelli,
L’età regia e repubblicana, in: P. Gros /M. Torelli (eds.), Storia dell’urbanistica.
Il mondo romano, Bari /Rome 1988, 3-164, here 55f. (in the edition of 2007: 71f.)
for the same hierarchical order tribe-pagus-vicus.
7 E. T. Salmon, Samnium and the Samnites, Cambridge 1967, 79-81 (p. 80: “each
touto contained a number of pagi . . . When, however, a number of pagi agreed to
cooperate closely a touto was born”); Adriano La Regina has put forward his ideas
in, amongst other publications, A. La Regina, Note sulla formazione dei centri
urbani in area sabellica, in: AA.VV. (eds.), La città etrusca e italica preromana
(Convegni e colloqui 1), Bologna 1970, 191-207; id (n. 6); id., I Sanniti, in: G.
Pugliese Carratelli (ed.), Italia omnium terrarum parens, Milan 1989, 301-432; id.,
Abitati indigeni in area sabellica, in: J. Mertens /R. Lambrechts (eds.), Comunità
indigene e problemi della romanizzazione nell’Italia centro-meridionale, IV–III
secolo a.C. (Institut historique belge de Rome. Etudes de philologie, d’archéologie
et d’histoire anciennes 29), Brussels 1991, 147-155; cf. also Torelli (n. 6) and
id., Tota Italia. Essays in the cultural formation of Roman Italy, Oxford 1999,
10: “this traditionally underdeveloped land organised on the village model of the
pagus and the vicus.”
8 Hill-forts are sometimes considered to be merely defensive structures of the people
included in the pagus because few habitation structures have been found in them,
but this might to a certain degree represent the status quo of archaeological rese-
arch more than the ancient reality. Cf. e.g. U. Laffi, Problemi dell’organizzazione
paganico-vicana nelle aree abruzzesi e molisane, Athenaeum 52 (1974), 336-339,
here 336: “Ogni pagus si articolava in uno o più vici, che rappresentavano nuclei
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It is generally assumed that this organisation originated in very ancient,
pre-classical times. Edward Togo Salmon, for example, called the pagus “the
immemorial Italic institution”, and saw it as the Samnites’ “sub-tribal entity”9.
This idea is part of a long tradition – Ernst Kornemann had already described
the pagus in 1905 as “die uritalische Siedlungsform”10 – and is commonplace
in most modern scholarship on pre-Roman Italy, where pagi are evoked when
discussing the seventh to the fifth centuries BC11. Therefore there has long
been a consensus on the pre-Roman date and nature of the system. After
the Roman conquest, the pagus-vicus system would, however, have survived
in some cases, if it was not supplanted by the new municipal system. The
pagus-vicus system is then regarded as a persistent ‘tribal’ survival, which
continued to exist despite of, and parallel to, the new Roman organisation of
di stanziamento compatti, subordinati al pagus, nei quali si raccoglieva stabil-
mente parte della populazione rurale del pagus stesso. Oppida e castella, ubicati
per solito in posizioni elevate, assicuravano la difesa dell’intera comunità territo-
riale paganica.” Cf. e.g. G. De Benedittis, Alcune riflessioni sull’abitato italico
di Monte Vairano, in: M. Salvatore (ed.), Basilicata. L’espansionismo romano nel
sud-est d’Italia. Il quadro archeologico, Atti del convegno, Venosa 23 - 25 apri-
le 1987 (Leukania 2), Venosa 1990, 253-255; id., Monte Vairano, in: AA. VV.
(ed.), La romanisation du Samnium aux IIe et Ier siècles av. J.C., Actes du col-
loque, Naples 4-5 novembre 1988, Naples 1991, 47-55 for the inhabited hill-fort
of Montevairano. The well-studied Lucanian hill-fort of Roccagloriosa has been
seen as an example of the Samnite situation: M. Gualtieri, Between Samnites
and Lucanians. New archaeological and epigraphic evidence for settlement or-
ganization, in: H. Jones (ed.), Samnium. Settlement and cultural change, The
proceedings of the Third E. Togo Salmon Conference on Roman Studies (Ar-
chaeologia Transatlantica 22), Providence R.I. 2004, 35-50. Cf. discussion in T.
D. Stek, Settlement and cultural change in central-southern Italy [review of H.
Jones], JRA 19 (2006), 401-406.
9 Salmon (n. 7), 79f. Ibid.: “Their sub-tribal entity was the immemorial Italic in-
stitution, the pagus; and traces of their pagus-arrangements survived into Roman
times.”
10 E. Kornemann, Polis und Urbs, Klio 5 (1905), 72-92, here 83.
11 Cf. for early dates (ca. seventh-fifth centuries BC) e.g. A. La Regina, Centri
fortificati preromani nei territori sabellici dell’Italia centrale adriatica, in: A. Be-
nac (ed.), Utvrđena ilirska naselja. Međunarodni kolokvij, Mostar 24-26 oktobar
1974. Agglomérations fortifiées illyriennes. Colloque international, Mostar 24-26
octobre 1974, Sarajevo 1975, 271-282, here 273; G. Tagliamonte, I figli di Marte.
Ricerche di storia sociale su mobilità, mercenari e mercenariato italici in Magna
Grecia e Sicilia (Tyrrhenica 3), Rome 1994, 37; on Etruria and Apulia, M. To-
relli, Contributo dell’archeologia alla storia sociale. L’Etruria e l’Apulia, DArch
4-5 (1970-1971), 431-442, esp. 433-435. For dissonant voices cf. infra n. 39f.
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the territory12. Indeed, the ‘remarkable vitality’ of the system is often pointed
out13. This ‘persistence’ is sometimes formulated in almost romantic wording,
contrasting the traditions of the unchanged countryside with the new, Roman,
urban developments14.
12 E.g. Laffi (n. 8). Cf. the idea of the pagus-vicus system as a ‘substrate’ for
the municipalisation: e.g. La Regina, Note sulla formazione . . . (n. 7), 191; M.
Humbert, Municipium et civitas sine suffragio. L’organisation de la conquête
jusqu’à la guerre sociale (Collection de l’Ecole française de Rome 36), Rome 1978,
238; Tagliamonte (n. 11), 110; I. Rainini, Modelli, forme e strutture insediative
del mondo sannitico, in: AA.VV (eds.), Studi sull’Italia dei Sanniti, Milan 2000,
238-254, here 238.
13 Besides Laffi (n. 8), cf. e.g. A. La Regina, Contributo dell’archeologia alla sto-
ria sociale. Territori sabellici e sannitici, DArch 4-5 (1970-1971), 443-459; M. W.
Frederiksen, Changes in the patterns of settlement, in: P. Zanker (ed.), Hellenis-
mus in Mittelitalien, Kolloquium in Göttingen vom 5. bis 9. Juni 1974 (Abhand-
lungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Göttingen. Philologisch-Historische
Klasse. Dritte Folge, 97), Göttingen 1976, 341-354, here 350; M. Gaggiotti, Tre
casi regionali italici. Il Sannio Pentro, in: M. Cébeillac-Gervasoni (ed.), Les bour-
geoisies municipales italiennes aux 2e et 1er siècles av. J.C. Centre Jean Bérard,
Institut français de Naples, 7-10 décembre 1981 (Colloques internationaux du
Centre national de la recherche scientifique 609), Paris 1983, 137-144, here 141;
C. Letta, I santuari rurali nell’Italia centro-appenninica: valori religiosi e fun-
zione aggregativa, MEFRA 104 (1992), 109-124; also, e.g., M. P. Guidobaldi,
La romanizzazione dell’ager Praetutianus, secoli III–I a.C. (Aucnus 3), Naples
1995, 178: “l’organizzazione del territorio pretuzio al momento della conquista
era essenzialmente di tipo paganico-vicano; come vedremo, essa sopravviverà in
età romana quale alternativa indigena al modo di abitare cittadino introdotto
dai Romani con le colonie”, and on p. 247: “lo schema applicato [scil. da Roma]
destrutturò soltanto in parte in il precedente contesto rurale; per il resto il tipo
di insediamento prevalente nel territorio continuò a essere quello paganico-vicano
...”; A. Franchi De Bellis, I “pocola” riminesi, in: A. Calbi /G. C. Susini (eds.),
Pro poplo arimenese, Atti del convegno internazionale “Rimini antica. Una re-
spublica fra terra e mare”, Rimini, ottobre 1993 (Epigrafia e antichità 14), Faenza
1995, 367-391, here 383: “Tipica dell’Italia centrale e meridionale (con esclusione
delle colonie greche), questa articolazione pagano-vicanica non è mai venuta meno
in età romana”, in discussing the pagi and vici documented at the Latin colony
(!) of Ariminum; M. Buonocore, Roma e l’Italia centrale dopo la guerra sociale.
Amministrazione, territorio e comunità, in: id. (ed.), L’Abruzzo e il Molise in età
romana tra storia ed epigrafia (Deputazione abruzzese di storia patria. Studi e
testi 21), L’Aquila 2002, 29-45, here 43-45.
14 Marco Buonocore, for instance, ends his article on the subject as follows: “Dalla
fase di insediamento paganico-vicano si passò ad una fase urbano-cittadina la
quale, sebbene si sia sovrapposto alla precedente, non credo mai, almeno in certe
aree sabelliche, che sia riuscita ad annullarla” (Buonocore [n. 13], 45); cf. also
Letta (n. 13), 124, on a “sorta di fedeltà alle radici”.
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Rural sanctuaries within the pagus-vicus settlement organisation
The rural sanctuaries of Central and Southern Italy are usually thought to
have functioned within this system: sanctuaries of different magnitudes of im-
portance would have pertained to the different institutional levels of touto,
pagus and vicus just outlined. A good illustration of this view is to be found in
the recent Cambridge Companion to the Roman Republic, where a direct rela-
tionship between pattern of settlement, institutional organisation and sanctua-
ries is posited15. Different categories of sanctuaries that would have pertained
to the different levels of respectively the pagus, the touto, and the ‘Samnite
League’ are distinguished. Another example of a differential approach to the
function of sanctuaries can be found in the section on the Apennines in Sto-
ria di Roma16. Large rural sanctuaries would have constituted the gathering
places on the level of the civitas or touto, whereas smaller ones would have
formed the meeting places for the pagi. Sanctuaries related to vici could be
seen as a category further down the hierarchy17. Therefore, rural sanctuari-
es are seen as constituents of a specific Italic pattern of settlement, which
was characterised by spatial differentiation. In fact, the pagus-vicus system is
conceptualised as an ‘exploded’ city: here the societal functions which are con-
15 K. Lomas, Italy during the Roman republic, 338–31 B.C., in: H.I. Flower (ed.),
The Cambridge companion to the Roman republic, Cambridge 2004, 199-224, he-
re 201-203: “The Samnites . . . maintained a separation between their settlements
and the various forms of communal or state activity they engaged in. They lived
in villages or on farms dispersed throughout the territory (Livy 9.13.7), but each
locality (pagus) had a hill fort for defensive purposes and a religious sanctuary
that acted as a focus not just for sacrifices and festivals but also for markets,
legal hearings, and assemblies of the local people. These assemblies seem to have
chosen magistrates to govern them in much the same way as a city was governed
and to have banded together into larger political units, each known as a touto.
These in turn seem to have formed a federation, known to modern historians as
the Samnite League, which had the power of declaring peace and war. A number
of larger and more elaborate sanctuaries probably served as the meeting points
of the touto, and a particularly large and imposing example at Pietrabbondante
has been identified as a possible headquarters of the Samnite League.”
16 Torelli (n. 6), quote on p. 72.
17 Torelli (n. 6), 72: “Alcuni grandi santuari di aperta campagna ne [il territorio
di un segmento tribale; la touta] rappresentano il centro naturale e tradizionale
di riunione religiosa e politica, con ovvio richiamo per fiere e mercati periodici,
mentre i santuari minori, di norma connessi con sorgenti (e percorsi naturali),
al pari dei maggiori, costituiscono i punti di raccolta per i pagi, articolazioni
geografiche e politiche della civitas, così come i vici (e gli oppida) sono a loro
volta articolazioni di un pagus.” Cf. also following note.
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centrated in an urban context are dispersed over the territory. The principal
functions of sanctuaries would have included political, religious and economic
aspects, comparable to those of the forum in urban societies18. Consequently,
the significance of sanctuaries within the pagus-vicus system consists in their
aggregative function for the dispersed population on different levels. To give
some practical examples: the impressive sanctuary of Pietrabbondante is ge-
nerally seen as functioning on the level of the ‘tribe’; the sanctuaries of Schiavi
d’Abruzzo and Vastogirardi have been described as relating to pagi, whereas
the sanctuary of S. Giovanni in Galdo has been assigned to the level of the
pagus or alternatively to that of the vicus19.
The most elaborate study of the function of sanctuaries in relation to the
pagus-vicus system, and especially its persistence into the 1st century BC, is
that by Cesare Letta on the Central Apennines20. Letta classifies the rural
18 Esp. Torelli (n. 6), 55f. (in the revised edition of 2007: p. 74f.). “Di fatto perciò, i
territori di queste tribù sono articolati in aree paganiche . . . nelle quali gravitano
più vici, le cui arces sono da identificare con le cinte fortificate, e uno o più
santuari gestiti tanto da uno o più vici quanto da uno o più pagi ... Il pagus dunque
vive e ‘funziona’ come una città, il santuario principale del pagus ne costituisce
in buona sostanza il forum, con tempio e mercato, sia pur periodico o stagionale,
mentre gli oppida sulle vette montane fungono da rocche per la necessità di difesa.”
Id., Edilizia pubblica in Italia centrale tra guerra sociale ed età augustea. Ideologia
e classi sociali, in: M. Cébeillac-Gervasoni (ed.), Les bourgeoisies municipales
italiennes aux 2e et 1er siècles av. J.C. Centre Jean Bérard, Institut français
de Naples, 7-10 décembre 1981 (Colloques internationaux du Centre national de
la recherche scientifique 609), Paris 1983, 241-250, here 242 (cf. p. 248), sees
sanctuaries as the “strutture centrali dell’habitat paganico (area sannitica)”.
19 Adriano La Regina attributes most Samnite sanctuaries a pagus-wide reach, lis-
ting the sanctuaries of Schiavi d’Abruzzo, Vastogirardi and S. Giovanni in Galdo,
whereas such sanctuaries as Campochiaro would have been likely to have served
‘more communities’ (cf. however S. Capini, Il santuario di Ercole a Campochiaro,
in: ead. /A. Di Niro (eds.), Samnium. Archeologia del Molise, Rome 1991, 115-
119, here 115, who states that “era l’area sacra alla quale facevano capo gli ab-
itanti del pagus al quale il santuario stesso apparteneva, in questo caso quello che
aveva il suo centro nell’abitato di Boiano”). The most important, even ‘national’
sanctuary would have been that of Pietrabbondante: “Preminenza su tutti, ossia
santuario dell’intera nazione dei ‘Samnites Pentri,’ del ‘touta’, era sicuramente
Pietrabbondante” (La Regina [n. 6], 39; F. Coarelli / A. La Regina, Abruz-
zo Molise [Guide archeologiche Laterza 9], Rome 1984, 168). Cf. also Torelli
(n. 6), 55 (in the revised edition of 2007: p. 74). For S. Giovanni in Galdo as a
vicus sanctuary: e.g. A. Zaccardi, Il santuario di S. Giovanni in Galdo. Nuove
proposte interpretative e ipotesi ricostruttive, Conoscenze 2 (2007), 63-96, here
65.
20 Letta (n. 13).
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sanctuaries according to their function in relation to settlements. He discerns
three types that are of interest here: A) a type of sanctuary located outside
settlements which would relate primarily to the whole pagus; B) a type of
sanctuary pertaining to the whole pagus, but located in one of its vici; C)
a type of sanctuary in or in the immediate neighbourhood of the vicus, and
which, differing from the ‘B type’ would exclusively serve the population of
the vicus itself.
The upshot is that a typology of sanctuaries with different ambits on diffe-
rent organisational levels has been established21. Although the existence of a
certain hierarchy between cult places in itself might surely seem probable, it
is important to point out that in modern scholarship the pagus-vicus system
and the role of sanctuaries in it have become such fixed preconceptions that
rural Italic sanctuaries are almost by definition assigned to one or other le-
vel, irrespective of the actual evidence available. In this way, even sanctuaries
which do not yield epigraphic evidence for vici or pagi are classified as vicus
or pagus sanctuaries22. Rural sanctuaries have even been seen, inversely, as
proof of the persistence of the tribal organisation into pagi23. However, since
the pagus-vicus system regards specific institutional entities, which cannot, by
definition, be recognised purely by archaeology alone, it must be acknowledged
that only explicit epigraphic or literary evidence can be used to ascertain the
relationship between pagi or vici and sanctuaries. In fact, this hard evidence
is surprisingly scarce.
For instance, the Samnite sanctuaries of Schiavi d’Abruzzo, Vastogirardi,
Campochiaro and S. Giovanni in Galdo have not yielded any evidence of the
involvement of pagi or vici, and, despite its rich epigraphic record, the preci-
se competence of Pietrabbondante remains unclear – in any case no pagi (or
21 For a recent restatement of this model, see e.g. P. Di Felice, Pagi e vici. Iden-
tità culturale e modello insediativo, in: ead. /V. Torrieri (eds.), Museo civico
archeologico “F. Savini” Teramo, Teramo 2006, 103-110, here esp. 104.
22 For instance, Letta would assign all sanctuaries of the territory of the Marsi,
where pagi apparently never existed, to the vicus “C” type, regardless of the
presence of epigraphical evidence: Letta (n. 13), 115f.: “santuari marsi ... tutti
di tipo C, cioè esclusivamente vicani, sia che nelle iscrizioni relative il vicus sia
espressamente menzionato, sia che non compaia.”
23 F. Van Wonterghem, Superaequum, Corfinium, Sulmo (Forma Italiae, Regio
IV,1), Firenze 1984, 42, on the Paelignian area. In n. 311 various sanctuaries
are listed which would belong to a pagus, but of the nine sanctuaries mentioned
only one is securely linked to a pagus (Prezza), another one (Secinaro) possibly
indirectly.
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vici) are documented24. Moreover, the evidence for Letta’s typology is not
always compelling. For instance, the allegedly best example of a pagus sanc-
tuary (Type A), constituted by the Fontecchio sanctuary, in fact does not
present inscriptions mentioning either a vicus or a pagus25. The evidence for
the putative pagus sanctuary near Scafa, in the area originally inhabited by
the Marrucini, is also inconclusive26, and the same goes for another suppo-
sed pagus sanctuary in the area of the Aequicoli at S. Angelo in Cacumine27.
Naturally, there are sanctuaries documented in which pagi had a say. This in-
volvement of pagi in cult places often took the form of an official decree, such
24 Of course, the many official dedications and esp. Vetter 149 indicate the signifi-
cance of the sanctuary for a large ‘Samnite’ entity (safinim), but this entity is not
defined more precisely. Cf. the discussions in M.L. Lejeune, Sur l’aspect fédéral
du sanctuaire samnite de Calcatello, REL 50 (1972), 94-111 and Letta (n. 6).
25 Public involvement in the cult place is attested to by an inscription of the first
century BC in which three magistrates construct cellam et culinam (CIL IX 3440
= I2 3265), but it is unclear whether these magistri belong to a vicus, a pagus,
or yet another institution or association. Another inscription (AE 1968, 153),
walled into the same church, mentions the settlement of Aufenginum and would
according to Letta represent a vicus, situated in the pagus to which the sanctuary
would relate (Letta [n. 13], 111). However, there is no evidence attesting that
Aufenginum was a vicus.
26 This pagus sanctuary is supposed to be attested to by a dedication to the deified
River Aternus of the first century AD, found in the bed of the river which is
now called the Pescara (G. F. La Torre, Una dedica all’Aterno divinizzato dal
territorio di Interpromium, Epigraphica 51 [989], 129-139). Letta (n. 13), 111
links this inscription to another one found in 1850 and now lost, mentioning a
pagi Ceiani aqua. This inscription was found at a source (Fonte Almone-Limone),
albeit not far from the river. The architectural remains of a fountain or perhaps
a temple were seen at the end of the 19th century on the other side of Scafa,
at località Fosse (G. De Petra/P. L. Calore, Interpromium e Ceii, Atti della
Reale Accademia di archeologia,lettere e belle arti 15 [1900], 153-192, here 177-
179, preferring the interpretation as a fountain). In the scope of the present data
it seems difficult to combine the presence of an aqueduct related to a pagus at
a natural source with a river cult in another place and architectural remains in
yet another (albeit fairly close by) in order to postulate the existence of a pagus
sanctuary, especially since the presence of tombs and funeral monuments in the
neighbourhood seems to point to a nearby settlement (cf. La Torre, esp. 133).
27 An inscription of the Sullan period (AE 1984, 274) tells us that at least two
people dedicated different sacred objects, which were paid for by four different
iuventutes: the Subocr[ina], Aserea, Suparfaia, and Farfina. Letta argues that the
names of these collegia iuvenum reflect four different communities which would
have been in charge of this sanctuary (Letta [n. 13], 112). However, it is not
clear that these communities would have reflected four vici and that they were
contained in one and the same pagus.
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as de pagi sententia or ex pagi decreto28. A good example is the second-first
century BC temple at Castel di Ieri in the Paelignian area29. Nevertheless, it
has to be admitted that the actual evidence is not overwhelming, and there
seems to be no reason to assign sanctuaries in certain areas generally to the
pagus level, without inscriptions documenting this specific relationship, as has
sometimes been done30.
The sanctuary at Furfo, known from the so-called lex aedis Furfensis31, has
generally been seen as a prime example of the functioning of a sanctuary in
the pagus-vicus system (Letta’s Type B)32. The lex, dated 58 BC, is said to
attest to the existence of three vici within one pagus, which shared a common
sanctuary at the vicus of Furfo. However, whereas there is undisputed evidence
of a vicus Furfensis, the other parties, the Fif[iculani] e[t] Tares[uni], are
reconstructed from a fairly incomprehensible FIFELTARES33. These supposed
Fif[iculani] and Tares[uni] would arguably represent two other settlements,
which have often been interpreted in modern scholarship as vici contained in
one and the same pagus34. Notwithstanding the fact that a vicus, that of Furfo,
28 Cf. also the cult of Juppiter Victor decem paagorum (CIL I2 3269).
29 AE 2004, 489. Cf. discussion below.
30 Cf. above n. 19, 23 and Letta (n. 13), 110.
31 CIL IX 3513 (= CIL I2 756).
32 Letta (n. 13), 112. According to Coarelli / La Regina (n. 19), 16: “Siamo cioè
di fronte a un caso perfettamente ricostruibile di organizzazione paganico-vicana,
con un “pagus” diviso in tre “vici”.”
33 A. La Regina, Ricerche sugli insediamenti vestini, MemAccLinc 13 (1967-68),
363-446, here 393-396; followed by e.g. U. Laffi, La lex aedis Furfensis, in:
AA.VV. (ed.), La cultura italica, Atti del Convegno della società italiana di
glottologia, Pisa 19 e 20 dicembre 1977 (Orientamenti linguistici 5), Pisa 1978,
121-144 and Coarelli / La Regina (n. 19), 16. T. Adamik, Temple regulations
from Furfo (CIL I2 756), in: H. Solin /M. Leiwo /H. Halla-aho (eds.), Latin vul-
gaire, latin tardif VI: actes du VIe Colloque international sur le latin vulgaire et
tardif, Helsinki, 29 août-2 septembre 2000, Hildesheim /Zürich /New York 2003,
77-82, here 81 argues in his new reading of the inscription to interpret fifeltares as
‘fiduciaries’ or ‘trustees’. Cf. also J. Scheid, Oral tradition and written tradition
in the formation of sacred law in Rome, in: C. Ando / J. Rüpke (eds.), Religion
and law in classical and Christian Rome (Potsdamer altertumswissenschaftliche
Beiträge 15), Stuttgart 2006, 14-33, here 25, who interprets fifeltares as “likely
the local authority”.
34 E.g. La Regina (n. 33), 393-396; Laffi (n. 33), 142 (“evidentemente due co-
munità vicane”) and Coarelli / La Regina (n. 19), 16: “Si tratta infatti della
dedica di un tempio a Juppiter Liber, fatta dal magistrato e dal sacerdote di
Furfo, ma nella quale vengono citate, come parti contraenti, anche gli abitanti
degli altri due vici del pagus, i Fificulani e i Taresuni”; Letta (n. 13), 112.
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is involved, it is important to note that there is no internal evidence of a pagus,
and elsewhere the other two communities are actually known as iuvenes, not
as vici35. It is therefore doubtful that this sanctuary can be defined as a typical
example of Letta’s Type B. Sanctuaries of the C type, belonging to one vicus
only, have indeed been documented. The vicus Supinum, which dedicated a
statue to Victoria in the late third or early second century BC, is a beautiful
example36. At the end of the second or beginning of the first century BC, the
nearby vicus Aninus also dedicated to a goddess, in this case Valetudo37.
At present, two conclusions can be drawn. First, the actual evidence for
the involvement of pagi and vici in sanctuaries is much more limited than is
usually suggested in modern scholarship, and in some areas, such as Pentrian
Samnium, even non-existent. Second, even if there are instances of cult places
related to pagi or vici, there is no epigraphic evidence from the sanctuaries
themselves which attests to a hierarchical relationship between them which
would correspond to the putative touto/nomen–pagus–vicus distinction. Cru-
cial to this discussion is that there is no convincing example of Letta’s B Type
sanctuary (i.e. located in a vicus, but belonging to the entire pagus), which is
an indispensable link in the hierarchical model as a whole. Since there is no ad-
ditional evidence from the Italic cult places to suggest such a hierarchy (other
than general observations such as the relative dimensions or monumentality),
this means that the hierarchical model rests entirely on the acceptance of the
validity, and the omnipresence, of the pagus-vicus system itself. Needless to
say, the general attribution of all sanctuaries in certain areas to the vicus or
pagus type also rests solely on this acceptance38.
The pagus-vicus system revised: Roman rural landscapes?
The fact is that two recent, important studies by Luigi Capogrossi Colognesi
and Michel Tarpin have attacked the basis of the traditional conception of the
35 AE 1968, 152 and CIL IX 3578.
36 CIL IX 3849 (= CIL I2 388). With regard to another supposed ‘Type C’ sanctuary
at Quadri (Letta [n. 13], 115), it should be pointed out that the Juppiter Tre-
bulanus venerated here (CIL IX 2823) might have taken its name from a nearby
settlement, but this settlement is not qualified epigraphically as a vicus.
37 CIL IX 3813 (= CIL I2 391).
38 For interpretations of vici sanctuaries in this sense see n. 22, for pagus sanctuaries
n. 30.
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pagus-vicus system39. Although their conclusions are not identical (or even
compatible), they agree in questioning the traditional ideas about the nature
and development of both pagus and vicus. If correct, ideas about the adminis-
tration and organisation of settlement in the Central Italian areas will have
to change substantially: they not only question the validity of the relationship
made between pagus and vicus, but also, more crucially, their pre-Roman,
Italic origin.
As noted, the pagus has traditionally been regarded as a pre-Roman feature
– indeed as “die uritalische Siedlungsform”40. However, the evidence for such
an early date of origin is poor. The ancient authors never mention a pagus
among the allies or independent peoples of Italy41, and of course we are dealing
with a Latin term, and therefore basically with Roman terminology42. Yet, in
39 M. Tarpin, Vici et pagi dans l’Occident romain (Collection de l’Ecole française
de Rome 299), Rome 2002; L. Capogrossi Colognesi, Persistenza e innovazione
nelle strutture territoriali dell’Italia romana, Naples 2002. Cf. also F. Russo, Il
sistema insediativo sannitico nelle fonti letterarie, RCCM 45 (2003), 277-304.
40 Above n. 10. Capogrossi Colognesi (n. 39), esp. 117-122 has shown that the
origins of this paradigm can already be found in the work of Adolf Schulten: A.
Schulten, Die Landgemeinden im römischen Reiche, Philologus 53 (1894), 629-
686, here 656-671; cf. Kornemann (n. 10), 78-84. Exceptions are H. Rudolph,
Stadt und Staat im römischen Italien. Untersuchungen über die Entwicklung des
Munizipalwesens in der republikanischen Zeit, Leipzig 1935, 50-51 and Frede-
riksen (n. 13), 344; the latter distinguishes two parallel types of pagi: “And while
in some cases it is clear that these pagi of the Roman census were the old tribal
pagi taken over and transformed into part of the new system, in other cases it
seems certain that the pagi were new institutions.” Cf. also M. Pobjoy, The de-
cree of the pagus Herculaneus and the Romanisation of ‘Oscan’ Capua, Arctos
32 (1998), 175-195, esp. 192-195.
41 Tarpin (n. 39), 37. As seen above, ancient authors describe the settlement pat-
tern of rural Italy as vicatim, or as organised in komai or komedon. But, as
Capogrossi Colognesi (n. 39), 163 emphasises, vicatim (and komedon) cannot
be equated with pagatim: this is only possible by assuming a fixed relationship
between pagus and vicus. So even if these early imperial definitions of territorial
structures were applicable to earlier periods, this would attest to the existence of
vici, not pagi in the Italian countryside.
42 E.g. Schulten (n. 40), 634 on the different application of the Roman term pa-
gus to various pre-existing situations: “Damit ist nicht gesagt dass nicht etwa
pagus ein einer grösseren Gruppe von Italikern gemeinsames Wort und ein ge-
meinsames Landtheilungselement sein könne. So lange aber das Wort in keiner
der anderen italischen Sprachen nachgewiesen ist, kennen wir den pagus nur als
den römischen Flurbezirk”; Laffi (n. 8), 336, carefully: “ampie zone dell’Italia
centro-meridionale ... si presentavano strutturate secondo un sistema di insedia-
menti che aveva nel pagus, o meglio in quello che i Romani chiameranno pagus,
la sua fondamentale unità territoriale e amministrativa.”
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modern scholarship this Roman term is applied to pre-Roman Italic society,
implying that the Roman term translates or reflects a pre-Roman entity43.
Three main arguments in favour of the pre-Roman character of the pagus can
be distinguished: the early pagi of the archaic Urbs, the changing status of
Capua in the Republic, and the conceivably ‘traditional’ names of some pagi.
These are all rather problematic. The institution of the early pagi of Rome,
attributed to Numa and Servius Tullius by Dionysius of Halicarnassus, has
of course little historicity44. The first epigraphic evidence from Roman pagi is
dated to the end of the second, beginning of the first century BC45. In the case
of Capua, an inscription, with a consular date of 94 BC, documents a decree of
the pagus Herculaneus46. Capua in this period was the destitute state brought
low by the Romans as their punishment for the Capuan defection in the Second
Punic War; they deprived Capua of its city rights. The epigraphically attested
pagus would, the argument goes, consequently betray a ‘relapse’ of Capua
to an ancient and pre-existing tribal pagus structure47. However, as many
43 Cf. on the connection with the Oscan touto, e.g. Letta (n. 6); C. Letta, [review
of: R. Papi (ed.), Insediamenti fortificati in area centro-italica, Pescara 1995],
Athenaeum 85 (1997), 309-313, here 313: “si può riconoscere un nesso tra la
touta italica ... e il pagus attestato in queste aree in età romana?”
44 Dion. Hal. ant. 2,76,1; 4,14f. For Kornemann, these pagi would represent a later
development of the “pagus der Urzeit”; Kornemann (n. 10), 82: “Dem pagus der
Urzeit stehen noch näher manche pagi bei den italischen Bergvölkern des Innern,
wo sie noch nicht zu Flurbezirken von Städten, wie in Gegenden mit einer stärker
fortgeschrittenen Entwicklung, z. B. in Latium, herabgesunken sind, sondern noch
neben den Stadtgemeinden in einer gewissen Selbständigkeit sich erhalten haben.”
Charlotte Schubert thinks that the relationship between pagus and some form of
territorial organisation must go back at least to the second century BC, because
Dionysius cites late 3rd-2nd century BC sources (C. Schubert, Land und Raum in
der römischen Republik. Die Kunst des Teilens, Darmstadt 1996, 99f.). Actually,
Dionysius cites Fabius Pictor, Vennonius and Cato for the new division into tribus
(4,15,1) and Piso (4,15,5) for the installation of a city register which is paralleled
by the function he ascribes to the Paganalia, but he never refers directly to these
sources when writing about pagi (cf. Frederiksen [n. 13], 345).
45 CIL VI 2219 and 2220.
46 CIL X 3772. The inscription comes from Recale. As Pobjoy (n. 40) points out,
there seems to be no reason to connect it with Calatia, as Guadagno suggests
(G. Guadagno, Pagi e vici della Campania, in: A. Calbi /A. Donati /G. Poma
[eds.], L’epigrafia del villaggio. Atti del Colloquio Borghesi, Forlì 27-30 settembre
1990 [Epigrafia e antichità 12], Faenza 1993, 407-444, here 409 n. 46).
47 So e.g. Kornemann (n. 10), 81f. (“Die unterste administrative Einheit ist auf
italischem Boden in der vorstädtischen Zeit der pagus. Wenn später in der Epo-
che der Städte Rom einer italischen Gemeinde das Stadtrecht entzieht, wie z.
B. Capua im hannibalischen Krieg, so treten die pagi wieder zu Tage und über-
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scholars have since pointed out, the inscription seems quite Roman – note in
particular the consular dating, the mention of the festival of the Terminalia,
the Latin language used. The appearance of the pagus Herculaneus therefore
seems to make more sense as a result of Roman control rather than as the
re-emergence of a supposed tribal Italic institution48. Names of pagi which
apparently originate in indigenous, pre-Roman contexts have also been seen
as an argument in favour of the pre-Roman origin of the pagus49. However, a
fairly small proportion of pagi bears really indigenous names – most are Latin
gentilicial or theophoric names – and, as Capogrossi Colognesi and Tarpin
rightly emphasise – the pre- or non-Roman name of some pagi in itself does
not prove the existence of pagi in pre-Roman times50.
Considering the epigraphic evidence and its geopolitical distribution, it is
quite clear that pagi are connected with Roman influence. As noted, the earliest
pagi in Rome are documented at the end of the second - early first century
BC. For Italy outside Rome, there are few early attestations to pagi. Besides
the Capuan inscription from 94 BC, inscriptions dated before the Social War
come from Ariminum (second half of the third century BC), a Latin colony,
and Cupra montana (second century BC), located on ager Romanus51. After
the Social War, when Italy was entirely under Roman control, pagi also appear
more frequently. This cannot be explained merely as a result of the spread of
the epigraphic habit. It therefore seems clear that the institution of the pagus
was actually a corollary of Roman control52. This of course leaves room for
discussion about the degree to which the new Roman division of the landscape
reflected earlier forms of territorial organisation, but the present evidence for
nehmen ... die Pflichten der städtischen Verwaltung”); J. Heurgon, Recherches
sur l’histoire, la réligion et la civilisation de Capoue préromaine des origines à la
deuxième guerre punique, Paris 1942, 117f., speaking of “les instincts plus pro-
fonds des populations”. Cf. discussion in Frederiksen (n. 13), 350f. and Tarpin
(n. 39), 40-43. Capogrossi Colognesi (n. 39), 162f. demonstrates that Heur-
gon and Kornemann reflect a tradition presupposing some sort of innate Italic
propensity to revert to rurality.
48 Rudolph (n. 40), 51; Frederiksen (n. 13), 351; id., Campania, London 1984,
266-268; Pobjoy (n. 40); Tarpin (n. 39), 40-43.
49 For Schulten this was indeed decisive in recognising a pre-Roman origin for the
pagus. Schulten (n. 40), 632: “entscheidend sind die Namen der pagi . . . die zum
guten Theile unrömisch sind.”
50 Capogrossi Colognesi (n. 39), 217; Tarpin (n. 39), 38.
51 CIL I2 2897a and b; CIL IX 5699.
52 Tarpin (n. 39), e.g. 39f. Similarly Capogrossi Colognesi (n. 39).
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continuity in this respect is meager at best, and should certainly not be taken
for granted53. As Capogrossi Colognesi in particular has shown with great
clarity, the sole argument that the names of some pagi might have been inspired
by pre-Roman toponymy will not do: in toponymy it is common practice to use
previous or existing local names for new creations54. In a nutshell, the pagus
was a rural structure in Italy and depended on Roman forms of government55.
The discussion on the vicus is more complicated. Traditionally, vici are
thought to have formed part of pre-Roman society, as single hamlets or clusters
of hamlets located within the territorial district of the pagus. The evidence
used to demonstrate the pre-Roman origin of the vicus is twofold56: first,
inscriptions mentioning vici dated as early as the third century BC have been
found in Central Italy – notably in the area inhabited by the Marsi, near the
lacus Fucinus; second, the literary sources. The principal text is a lemma by
53 Cf. the pagi of the territory of Beneventum, created perhaps a late as the trium-
viral period, which according to I.M. Iasiello should be understood as “organis-
mi amministrativi completamente nuovi imposti artificialmente a razionalizzarne
l’organizzazione” (I.M. Iasiello, I pagi nella valle del Tammaro. Considerazioni
preliminari sul territorio di Beneventum e dei Ligures Baebiani, in: E. Lo Cas-
cio /A. Storchi Marino [eds.], Modalità insediative e strutture agrarie nell’Italia
meridionale in età romana, Bari 2001, 473-499, here 487). Cf. also the pagi of
Nola, which according to Camodeca (G. Camodeca, I pagi di Nola, in Lo Cas-
cio / Storchi Marino cit. above, 413-433) would derive from “un riassetto territo-
riale di età romana, derivato da una delle centuriazioni del territorio, connesse
con la colonia sillana o con quella augustea” (p. 429-430) and esp. at p. 431
“Insomma almeno a Nola l’organizzazione paganico-vicana,come ci è nota dalla
documentazione epigrafica, di certo non riflette strutture preromane, delle quali
non si sa nulla”. See on the practical function of pagi in Spain F. Beltrán Lloris,
An irrigation decree from Roman Spain. The lex Rivi Hiberiensis, JRS 96 (2006),
147-197.
54 Cf. above n. 50. For possible pre-Roman reflections in the Roman pagi, cf. Fre-
deriksen, Campania (n. 48), 47 n. 22, who states that the seven pagi of Nola
“are probably Roman creations for administrative purposes, but probably reflect
pre-existing settlement patterns to a certain extent”; Capogrossi Colognesi (n.
39), 180: “al massimo qualche nome preromano di un pagus può aprirci qualche
scorcio su realtà preromane”; cf. also Tarpin (n. 39), 230 on a “fond indigène
encore vivace” on which pagi were superposed.
55 Capogrossi Colognesi (n. 39), 227: “appare abbastanza evidente la fisionomia
del pagus come un sistema insediativo di carattere rurale in rapporto di subordi-
nazione funzionale con l’assetto municipale romano.”
56 Dismissing the widespread, and confusing, application of the term ‘vicus’ for any
clustered settlement documented archaeologically, even if specific evidence for
this status is absent.
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Festus (502 508 L)57. It seems to indicate that the vicus was the typical mode
of settlement in the area of the Marsi and Paeligni. Although this specifically
‘Italic’ association has been seen to indicate the pre-Roman, Italic origin of
the vicus, it has equally been pointed out that, if vici appeared in these areas
first, this is in itself no proof of their indigenous origin58.
However, Festus’ lemma is damaged; the first part is missing and the passa-
ge can be reconstructed in various ways59. Depending on different integrations
of the text, various scholars have tried to read Festus as evidence to support
the Italic origin of the vicus: the opposition Festus (perhaps) distinguishes
between areas with villae and areas with vici has been used to posit an op-
position between a ‘Roman’ economic land use based on the villa on the one
hand and the traditional pagus-vicus system on the other60. Moreover, Fes-
tus’ reference to magistri pagi has suggested to some that pagi were originally
mentioned in the first, damaged part of the lemma, as the containing units
for the villae61. This hypothesis would result in a distinction between a Ro-
man landscape organised into pagi (with villae) and a ‘traditional’ landscape
57 In Lindsay’s edition (502 L): <vici> . . . cipiunt ex agris, qui ibi villas non
habent, ut Marsi aut Peligni. Sed ex vic[t]is partim habent rempublicam et ius
dicitur, partim nihil eorum et tamen ibi nundinae aguntur negoti gerendi cau-
sa, et magistri vici, item magistri pagi quotannis fiunt. Altero, cum id genus
aedificio<rum defi>nitur, quae continentia sunt his oppidis, quae . . . itineribus
regionibusque distributa inter se distant, nominibusque dissimilibus discriminis
causa (508 L) sunt dispartita. Tertio, cum id genus aedificiorum definitur, quae
in oppido privi in suo quisque loco proprio ita aedifica<n>t, ut in eo aedificio
pervium sit, quo itinere habitatores ad suam quisque habitationem habeant ac-
cessum. Qui non dicuntur vicani, sicut hi, qui aut in oppidi vicis, aut hi, qui in
agris sint vicani apellantur.
58 Tarpin (n. 39), 53f, 62, 82f. That is, the term vicus might have been applied here
first to a certain type of settlement or entity. Although this interpretation partly
followed from Mueller’s integration <vici appellari in>cipiunt, which is rather
problematic, the argument in itself still stands. Cf. for the debate following note
and n. 60.
59 See C. Letta, Vicus rurale e vicus urbano nella definizione di Festo (PP.502 E
508 L.), RCCM 47 (2005), 81-96 and E. Todisco, Sulla glossa “vici” nel “De
verborum significatu” di Festo. La struttura del testo, in: L. Capogrossi Cologne-
si / E. Gabba (eds.), Gli statuti municipali (Pubblicazioni del ‘Cedant’ 2), Pavia
2006, 605-614; C. Letta, Modelli insediativi e realtà istituzionali tra le popola-
zioni italiche minori dell’Appennino centrale, SCO 50 (2004 ed. 2008), 231-244.
60 E.g.M. Torelli, Studies in the romanization of Italy, Edmonton 1995, 10. Accor-
ding to the problematic integration by Mueller (371): <vici appellari in>cipiunt
. . . “We start calling vici the settlements in those areas which have no villas,
such as among the Marsi or Paeligni.”
61 Capogrossi Colognesi (n. 39), 190.
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organised on the basis of the vicus62. Things get even more complicated be-
cause Festus seems to distinguish between two different types of rural vici, one
with and one without respublica. This has suggested yet another solution: that
there were rural vici managed by their own magistri vici, but also rural vici
without their own magistri, which were consequently run by magistri pagi63.
This reconstruction therefore also produces a distinction, not between pagi
and vici landscapes, but between landscapes made up of pagi and vici on the
one hand, and landscapes composed exclusively of vici on the other. Clear-
ly, the role of the pagus, and especially the contingent idea of ‘dichotomised’
landscapes suggested in different ways, must remain hypothetical as far as Fes-
tus’ text is concerned. Nevertheless, it should be emphasised that there is no
compelling reason to interpret the different reconstructed distinctions between
landscapes in terms of a distinction between ‘Roman’ and ‘Italic’ territories.
If anything, they might just as well have represented different organisational
principles which were chosen to suit administrative circumstances and/or the
physical make-up of the landscape. Possibly the previous pattern of settlement
did play a role in this, but that is still no proof for or against the pre-Roman
origin of the institution of the vicus. In any case, the various interpretations
of the principal literary source already betray the existence of different ideas
about the character of the vicus.
This is also the point on which Capogrossi Colognesi’s and Tarpin’s studies
diverge most clearly: whereas the former seeks to underscore the character
of the vicus as a typical Italic phenomenon, the latter connects its invention
to Roman influence. In fact, Capogrossi Colognesi suggests that the pagus
belonged to a different settlement system than that of the vicus. He argues
62 Capogrossi Colognesi (n. 39), e.g. 190, and cf. below. The idea that vici and
pagi were complementary or even mutually exclusive has been elaborated by so-
me authors, pointing to the regional diversity in the distribution of pagi and vici.
Letta has underscored that the Marsi did not have pagi at all, whereas the Paeli-
gnian territory has not yielded one single vicus: C. Letta, L’epigrafia pubblica di
vici e pagi nella Regio IV. Imitazione del modello urbano e peculiarità del villag-
gio, in: A. Calbi /A. Donati /G. Poma (eds.), L’epigrafia del villaggio. Atti del
Colloquio Borghesi, Forlì 27-30 settembre 1990 (Epigrafia e antichità 12), Faenza
1993, 33-48; cf. also Guadagno (n. 46). A similar distinction is also proposed
for Spain: here, pagi would have been a creation of the Roman administration,
whereas vici would “perpetuate pre-Roman villages” (L. A. Curchin, Vici and
pagi in Roman Spain, REA 87 [1985], 327-343, here 342-343; cf. also id., Roman
Spain. Conquest and Assimilation, London, New York 1991).
63 Letta, Vicus (n. 59), 89.
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that vici always retained an alternative, non-urban character and would have
been basically antithetical to the Roman organisation of the landscape64. As a
consequence, in the Roman period vici would have been largely suppressed or
at best tolerated, only to re-emerge when Roman administrative power faded
in the medieval period65.
Tarpin has put forward a fundamentally different interpretation. He thinks
that the vicus, a Roman word, was also a basically Roman institution66. Com-
bining this idea with the location of vici, often along roads and in the neigh-
bourhood of colonies, he identifies vici as non-founded agglomerations of Ro-
man or Latin citizens, similar to fora or conciliabula67. On the basis of the
epigraphic evidence, almost exclusively related to Roman contexts, he argues
that the vicus originated as a Roman urban institution and was only later
exported to the Italian countryside, rather than vice-versa68. Importantly, he
underscores the specific urban connotation of the vicus, as opposed to the
‘rural’ or non-urban pagus69.
Of these two diametrically opposed views on the vicus, Tarpin’s is the most
convincing. Capogrossi’s argument on long-term developments might account
better for morphological rather than institutional developments: that is to say,
his argument perhaps holds true for the role of the village as a structure of
settlement in Italy, which does not necessarily coincide with the institutional
term vicus70. The legal and terminological approach of Tarpin seems more
64 Capogrossi Colognesi (n. 39), e.g. 228-230.
65 Capogrossi Colognesi (n. 39), 231f.
66 Vicus can be related etymologically to the form *wik or *weik, and stems from
the same family as the Greek oikos, and can be interpreted to have designated
‘units of several families,’ between Latin domus and gens. It is in origin Indo-
European but is not attested to in the Osco-Umbran languages (with the possible
exception of a vukes sestines: H. Rix, Sabellische Texte. Die Texte des Oskischen,
Umbrischen und Südpikenischen, Heidelberg 2002, Um 31). Hence, vicus seems
to be a rather isolated word, and consequently a “concept proprement romain”
(Tarpin [n. 39], 11).
67 Tarpin (n. 39), esp. 72-86.
68 Tarpin (n. 39), 83, 85.
69 E.g. Tarpin (n. 39), 243.
70 As a matter of fact, Capogrossi Colognesi often speaks of the role of the ‘villaggio’
instead of that of the vicus proper. He is very aware of the limits of archaeology
and the impossibility of the recognition of legal or hierarchical statuses other than
in epigraphic sources (cf. esp. Capogrossi Colognesi [n. 39], 176-182). However,
his general argument (the supposed marginal role in Roman times and consequent
re-emergence afterwards, as well as the presumed pre-Roman character of the
vicus) sometimes seems to conflate vicus and village.
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cogent, which leads us to accept the Roman character of the institution of the
vicus (which cannot, however, be equated straightforwardly with its social and
cultural dimensions, as we will discuss below).
In conclusion, it seems clear that pagi and vici were not pre-Roman Italic
structures but instead specific statuses within a Roman administrative system.
Any fixed general hierarchical relation between pagus and vicus can also be
dismissed and apparently, in some areas at least, this relationship was even
antithetical71. It follows that conceptualisations of pagi and vici as constitu-
ents of a pre-Roman settlement organisation must be dismissed. This revision
applies to the established model of the pagus-vicus system and should also be
extended to its variants, such as models which emphasise the role of hill-forts
or envisage the Oscan touto to have been constituted by vici72.
Constructing new communities in a Roman landscape
So what does this discussion imply for the interpretation of Italic sanctuaries?
The answer, I believe, is twofold. In the first place, the idea that there was
a hierarchical relationship between different types of Italic sanctuaries which
corresponded to the pagus-vicus system should be abandoned. As has been
seen, in many cases this hierarchical arrangement has been assumed when ac-
tual epigraphic documentation of pagi or vici is absent. In these instances, this
misleading terminology can easily be replaced by less determinative terms or
arrangements. This also means that the question of whether Italic sanctuari-
es functioned on different levels within a ‘dispersed settlement organisation’
should be addressed anew. Perhaps it does not seem improbable that in at least
some areas they did, but in the absence of explicit epigraphic evidence73, at-
71 Inscriptions mentioning pagus and vicus together are scanty, cf. CIL VI 2221
from Rome mentioning mag(istri) de duobus pageis et vicei sulpicei, and CIL IX
3521 on an aqueduct at Furfo, where mag(istri) pagi built something de v.s.f.,
which could be an abbreviation for de vici sententia faciundum. See Capogrossi
Colognesi (n. 39), 181 n. 51. Cf. also above on the idea of complementarity or
antagonism between vici and pagi, esp. n. 62.
72 E.g. G. Grossi, Topografia antica della Marsica (Aequi-Marsi e Volsci): quin-
dici anni di ricerche, 1974-1989, in: AA.VV. (ed.), Il Fucino e le aree limitrofe
nell’antichità (Avezzano 10-11 novembre 1989), Rome 1991, 199-237, or the pagus-
vicus-oppidum system, proposed by Gualtieri (n. 8).
73 One possible example is the small temple of Schiavi d’Abruzzo, where a local,
‘sub-state’ assembly might be recognised in the Oscan text in the mosaic of the
cella (A. La Regina, Il santuario di una comunità del Sannio dopo Annibale e
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tempts to reconstruct possible hierarchical configurations should depart from
archaeological or anthropological observations rather than from preconcepti-
ons about Italic institutional structures. This leads almost by definition to
more general descriptive typological or functional hierarchies, like those based
on location analysis, for instance74.
Secondly, for those cult places which have yielded epigraphic evidence for
the involvement of vici or pagi, the consequences are more substantial. First
and foremost, the hierarchical relationship between sanctuaries related to pagi
and those connected to vici must be rejected. Even more fundamentally, these
sanctuaries cannot be seen a priori as part of a pre-Roman, Italic reality or
as a direct continuation of this. The epigraphic evidence merely indicates that
they functioned within a new Roman institutional context, and does not in
itself point to pre-Roman realities. At least institutionally, we see change here,
rather than continuity. The question that should be asked about cult places
related to pagi or vici, therefore, is how this new administrative organisation
relates to the developments in cult places and religious practices we see in the
Italian countryside.
The socio-cultural (and religious) implications of an institutional or legal
status are difficult to gauge. Although, as I shall argue below, such a status
provides a basic framework which in itself has potentially important social,
cultural and religious consequences, it does of course not say everything about
prima di Silla, in: S. Lapenna [ed.], Schiavi d’Abruzzo. Le aree sacre, Sulmona
2006, 47-53).
74 For approaches based on location, see e.g. on Etruria and Magna Graecia I. E.
M. Edlund-Berry, The gods and the place. Location and function of sanctua-
ries in the countryside of Etruria and Magna Graecia (700-400 B.C.) (Skrifter
utgivna av Svenska institutet i Rom, IV, 43), Stockholm 1987 and G. Colonna
(ed.), Santuari d’Etruria. Arezzo, sottochiesa di San Francesco, Museo archeolo-
gico C. Cilnio Mecenate 19 maggio - 20 ottobre 1985, Milan 1985; cf. also the
hierarchical typologies for Lucania in H.M. Fracchia/M. Gualtieri, The soci-
al context of cult practices in pre-Roman Lucania, AJA 93 (1989), 217-232; E.
Greco, Santuari indigeni e formazione del territorio in Lucania, in: S. Verger
(ed.), Rites et espaces en pays celte et méditerranéen. Etude comparée à partir
du sanctuaire d’Acy-Romance (Ardennes, France) (Collection de l’Ecole françai-
se de Rome 276), Paris 2000, 223-229; H. W. Horsnaes, Lucanian sanctuaries
and cultural interaction, in: P. Attema /G.J. Burgers /E. v. Joolen (eds.), New
developments in Italian landscape archaeology. Theory and methodology of field
survey, land evaluation and landscape perception. Pottery production and distri-
bution, Proceedings of a three-day conference held at the University of Gronin-
gen, April 13-15, 2000 (British archaeological reports. International series 1091),
Oxford 2002, 229-234.
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the character and the social reality of the vicus or pagus. A crucial question in
this context concerns the identity of the inhabitants of pagi and vici. Should
we, for example, see vici as communities made up largely of local people, as
might seem probable in some cases – perhaps newly installed villages made
up of local people, and/or ‘indigenous’ villages which were upgraded to a spe-
cific status? Or could they even have been communities of ‘expats’, Roman
(or Latin) citizens from elsewhere? To what extent do pagi reflect earlier land
divisions and communities? Similar questions could be asked about the related
cult places. Should we think of them as pre-Roman sacred places which con-
tinued to be frequented, but now under a Roman administration of the land?
Or were these cult places installed ex novo, corresponding to the new division
of the land? In other words, within the limits set by a Roman institutional
context, many questions about the actual historical processes at work should
still be asked. Ultimately, these historical processes might and will have varied
in different places and times, and should be considered anew in every single
case. It should be emphasised, however, that there is no reason to accept a
priori that cults associated with pagi and vici must reflect, or indeed ‘hide’,
a traditional, Italic character. Generally speaking, the cults associated with
pagi or vici do not tend to be conclusive in this respect: they are mostly
fairly widespread. Cults associated with pagi include Juppiter (in many gui-
ses: Victor75, Optimus Maximus76, Compagus77, Paganicus78), Mars79, Juno
(Regina80, Gaura81), Bona Dea82 (Pagana)83, Hercules Victor84, Minerva85,
Laverna86, Ceres87, Nymphae88, and (the genius of) the emperor89. No deity
can be associated exclusively with an ‘Italic’ context (like, for instance, Mefitis
75 CIL I2 3269.
76 CIL IX 3523 if linked to CIL IX 3519 (Letta [n. 13], 114 n. 26).
77 CIL X 3772.
78 CIL XI 5375.
79 AE 1989, 150 (not directly attested; at Minturnae a theatre is constructed, fi-
nanced ex pecunia Martis and by the pagus Vescinus).
80 CIL XI 2921 (= CIL I2 1993).
81 CIL X, 3783 (= CIL I2 686).
82 CIL IX, 3138 (= CIL I2 1793).
83 CIL V 762ab.
84 CIL I2 3254; cf. the pagus Herculaneus of CIL X 3772 (= CIL I2 682).
85 CIL IX 5814.
86 CIL IX 3138 (= CIL I2 1793).
87 CIL XI 3196.
88 CIL V 3915.
89 CIL VI 251 (= CIL VI 30724).
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or Vesuna). Interestingly, the deity is often invoked as the tutelary god of the
pagus; for example, Juppiter Paganicus, Juppiter Compagus, Bona Dea Paga-
na, and the Genii Pagorum90. It is of course possible that these Latin names
reflect or veil ‘original’ Italic deities91, but knowledge of the Roman pantheon
and the ability and willingness to accept Roman theonyms and epithets is quite
clear. A broadly similar picture arises in the case of the vici and associated
cults. Of the documented deities Victoria92, Valetudo93, Lares94, Nensinus95
Hercules96, and Juppiter Liber97, only Nensinus, not otherwise known other
than from this inscription from the area of the Aequicoli, might reveal a speci-
fic local origin. In the past, a non-Roman, Italic character has been proposed
for Valetudo but recently this has been convincingly refuted98. She seems to
fit in better among the divine qualities, like Victoria, which were particularly
popular in Rome in the third and second centuries BC – that is, at the time
that these vici on the shores of the Fucine Lake made their dedications99. In
this sense, these vicus-communities therefore seem to fit in with contemporary
Roman values. Indeed, both the cult places of Victoria and Valetudo appe-
ar to have been official sanctuaries of the vicus and presumably formed an
important focus for the community100.
90 Genii pagorum: CIL V 3915; CIL V 4911; CIL V 4909. The overall image does
not change if we differentiate for different periods.
91 Not wanting to deny the possibility of indigenous substrates and complex proces-
ses of interpretatio etc., from a methodological point of view, I have my doubts
about the often encountered idea of a Roman ‘veneer’ which is actually supposed
to hide an ‘intrinsic’ indigenous continuity: especially because it is impossible to
prove or falsify.
92 CIL IX 3849 (= CIL I2 388).
93 CIL IX 3813 (= CIL I2 391).
94 E.g. ILS 9388 (= AE 1906, 79).
95 AE 1987, 321 (= AE 1991, 569).
96 CIL IX 5052 (= CIL I2 765).
97 CIL IX 3513 (= CIL I2 756).
98 C. Letta, I culti di Vesuna e di Valetudo tra Umbria e Marsica, in: G. Bonamen-
te /F. Coarelli (eds.), Assisi e gli Umbri nell’antichità, Assisi 1997, 317-339 with
G. Prosperi Valenti, Valetudo. Origine ed aspetti del culto nel mondo romano
(Studi pubblicati dall’ Istituto italiano per la storia antica 67), Rome 1998.
99 See on ‘divine qualities’ now A. J. Clark, Divine qualities. Cult and community
in Republican Rome, Oxford 2007.
100 Interestingly, in CIL IX 3813 (= CIL I2 391), vecus is the subject of the plural
dant, which underscores the meaning of vicus as a designation of a community of
inhabitants (C. Letta, Un lago e il suo popolo, in: A. Campanelli [ed.], Il tesoro
del lago. L’archeologia del Fucino e la collezione Torlonia, Pescara 2001, 139-155,
here 151). Cf., for what it is worth, also the evidence for the north-western provin-
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Cult places related to a pagus could have functioned in a similar way, as
a sacral centre of the district101, thereby at the same time legitimising the
new community formed by the pagus by divine association. The frequently
encountered epithets underlining the relationship of the deity with the pagus
(paganicus, compagus, vel sim.) seem to stress this function. Consequently it
becomes clear that vici and pagi were much more than administrative units
and that socio-cultural and religious aspects are essential to their concept102.
Importantly, whereas cults and religious practices could arguably have formed
an excellent sphere in which to emphasise any possible ‘Italic’ roots or (per-
ceived) continuity with the past, this supposition is not generally supported
by the evidence, which points in the direction of the construction of a social
and religious identity directly related to the new pagus or vicus community,
for which new religious models could be adopted.
On the basis of the evidence, it is also hard to say whether there was con-
tinuity in the location of cult places. Although it is possible to assume that
the newly defined communities used, where suitable, pre-existing cult places,
it is also possible that they installed cult places ex novo. Good contextual evi-
dence of the cult places would be required to shed light on this issue, but this
is rare. One indicator of spatial continuity might be the presence of earlier,
(Umbro-) Oscan inscriptions related to the same cult place before the Roman
re-organisation of the territory, but at present there is no straightforward evi-
ces, e.g. J. Scheid, Sanctuaires et territoire dans la colonia augusta treverorum
in: J.-L. Brunaux (ed.), Les sanctuaires celtiques et le monde méditerranéen,
Paris 1991, 42-57 (I thank M. Tarpin for this reference) and T. Derks, Gods,
temples and ritual practices. The transformation of religious ideas and values in
Roman Gaul (Amsterdam Archaeological Series 2), Amsterdam 1998, 188 on the
collective dedications by vici or vicani which are “surprisingly often” addressed
to the Capitoline gods and the imperial house.
101 The sacred role of the pagus has been emphasised for a long time, but the tra-
ditional pre-Roman concept of the pagus has suggested that this religious aspect
was part of an ancient, Italic tradition. Cf. Th. Mommsen, Römisches Staats-
recht, iii, Leipzig 1877, 117 on the pagus: “Die Zweckbestimmung ist zunächst
eine sakrale”, and E. Kornemann, s.v. Pagus, RE XVIII (1942), 2318-2339, here
2319: “Er [der pagus] hat keine agrimensorische Bedeutung, sondern ursprünglich
eigentlich nur oder wenigstens vor allem eine sakrale.” Cf. Schulten (n. 40), 635.
See also Salmon (n. 7), 80: “The pagus was a semi-independent country district,
concerned with social, agricultural and especially religious matters.”
102 Cf. similarly, on the urban vici of Rome, A. Wallace-Hadrill, Rome’s cultural
revolution, Cambridge 2008, 259-312 with J. Bert Lott, The neighborhoods of
Augustan Rome, Cambridge 2004, and the preceding note on the religious role of
the pagus.
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dence for this. Unfortunately, very few inscriptions mentioning the involvement
of pagi or vici can be related to clear and datable archaeological remains of a
cult place. An interesting exception in this regard is the earlier mentioned se-
cond/first century BC temple of Castel di Ieri, which was, according to a text
in the mosaic of the central cella, dedicated ex pagi decreto103. The complex,
which was built next to an earlier sanctuary, seems to have been particularly
influenced by Roman colonial contexts in both form and construction techni-
ques104, but it is not certain that this strikingly ‘romanising’ aspect can be
related to the influence of the pagus105. For most cult places related to pagi or
vici, however, the Latin inscription itself is the only attestation to the sacred
site106. All this suggests that we should be cautious in automatically assu-
103 AE 2004, 489 =M. Buonocore, Novità epigrafiche dall’Abruzzo, in: M.G. Angeli
Bertinelli /A. Donati (eds.), Epigrafia di confine. Confine dell’epigrafia, Atti del
colloquio AIEGL-Borghesi 2003 (Epigrafia e antichità 21), Faenza 2004, 281-
320, here 288-290. For the temple, A. Campanelli, Il tempio italico, in: ead.
(ed.), Il tempio italico di Castel di Ieri. Architettura e religione dell’antica area
superaequana, Raiano 2004, 15-31; A. Campanelli (ed.), Il tempio di Castel di
Ieri, Sulmona 2007.
104 For example, the column bases are very similar to those of the S. Pietro temple in
Alba Fucens, and also the construction technique of the podium is similar to that
used in parts of the walls, the campus and the analemmata of the theatre of the
colony (Campanelli 2007 [n. 103], 163). The high podium, the three cellae, the
double colonnade in the pronaos and the frontal stairs have suggestive parallels
in the Capitolia of the colonies of Cosa and Luni, and in the three cellae temple
at Segni (Campanelli 2004 [n. 103], 27). Initially, Minerva was recognised in the
remains of a cult statue with aegis found during the excavations (Campanelli
2004, 21-22). In combination with the attestation of Juppiter in the area (CIL
IX 3303a/b), this seemed a further confirmation of the project’s orientation to
the Capitoline model (Stek 2009 (n.*), 132), but it now seems that the cult
statue belonged to a male figure, perhaps Juppiter/Zeus Aigiochos (Campanelli
2007 [n. 103], 172). As emphasised by the excavator, however, the Capitoline
inspiration for the project is still beyond doubt (Campanelli ibid., 168-171).
105 It is not certain that the pagus documented in the mosaic was involved in the
initial building project: on stylistic grounds the text is dated to around the middle
of the first century BC (Buonocore [n. 103], 288-290) and might relate to a
restoration phase. The presence of an early pagus in the area does not seem
improbable beforehand since the area might early already have been under Roman
control and part of it was annexed as early as 305 BC (Diod. Sic. 20,90,3), cf.
Coarelli / La Regina (n. 19), 117, but cf. discussion in Humbert (n. 12), 227
esp. n. 80.
106 And the inscriptions alone, both mentioning constructions ex novo and restora-
tions, are (almost by definition) not conclusive. Cf. on the risk of the use of ins-
criptions mentioning restorations for an earlier phase E. Thomas /C. Witschel,
Constructing reconstruction. Claim and reality of Roman rebuilding inscriptions
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ming continuity from pre-Roman times in pagus and vicus cult places, both
with regard to the morphology and the character of the sacred landscape.
Apart from the central cult places related to the pagus or vicus, it seems
probable that other specific rites or festivals existed. The Roman festivals of
the Paganalia and the Compitalia, respectively related to the institution of
the pagus and the vicus at Rome, especially come to mind, as well as lustratio
rituals in general. During these celebrations, the territory and, thereby, the
community were ritually defined and sacralised. In the process, pre-existing
boundaries and territorial organisations may have been redefined, or indeed
erased and ‘overwritten’ by new ones107. It can therefore be suggested that
such rituals helped to ‘construct’ the new communities installed in the Ita-
lian countryside. In this way, we could perhaps see the social and cultural
reverberations of a changed administrative framework. Therefore, cult places
and cults related to vici and pagi might in the first place reflect the religious
self-definition of new communities which were created as a result of Roman
intervention, rather than that they necessarily betray (the continuation of)
ancient Italic institutional and religious traditions.
from the Latin West, PBSR 60 (1992), 135-177 (with G.G. Fagan, The reliability
of Roman rebuilding inscriptions, PBSR 64 [1996], 81-93).
107 For lustrationes pagi cf. e.g. CIL IX 5565 and CIL IX 1618. Cf. Sic. Flac. de
condicionibus agrorum, 9f. and Grom. Lat. L 164.64. Lustrations of the pagus
were in all probability not held exclusively during the Paganalia. For the Compi-
talia in the countryside cf. T.D. Stek, A Roman cult in the Italian countryside?
The Compitalia and the shrines of the Lares Compitales, BABesch 83 (2008),
111-132.
